
On Accurate and Robust Estimation ofFundamental MatrixMiros law Bober, Nikos Georgis and Josef KittlerDepartment of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, United Kingdomeesf3mb,1ng,1jkg@ee.surrey.ac.ukKeywords: Optical Flow Segmentation and Estimation, General Motion Es-timation. AbstractThis paper is concerned with the accurate and robust estimation ofthe fundamental matrix. We show that, given a certain conditions, abasic linear algorithm can yield excellent accuracy, in cases two ordersof magnitude better than sophisticated algorithms. The key elementof the success is the accuracy and the statistical distribution of theerrors of displacement estimates used as input. We propose a low{level, gradient{based (as opposed to feature{based) algorithm basedon the Hough Transform to extract the low{level measurements. Weshow that it is much more e�cient, both in terms of computationalexpense and accuracy of the �nal estimate, to remove the errors in theintermediate representation (optic{ow) than to attempt to improvethe �nal estimate by complicated non{linear algorithms. Experimentalresults are also included.1 IntroductionThe correspondence analysis of the images of two views of a scene is a problemwhich arises in a number of applications in computer vision and image communi-cation. It involves two di�erent aspects. The �rst is concerned with the task ofestablishing which point in the second frame is physically identical to a point in the�rst frame. By physical identity we mean that the pair of points, each taken froma di�erent frame, correspond to the same point in the scene. The second aspectis concerned with the measurement of the relative position of the correspondingpoints in the two frames.Among the tasks for which the correspondence analysis constitutes an essentialprerequisites are depth from stereo, camera calibration, structure from motion, ego-motion and image coding. The complexity of the correspondence analysis problemdepends greatly on both the scene content and the two views (the relationship ofthe camera to the scene and the camera transformation between the two views).For instance, the analysis of two stereo frames obtained with similarly oriented
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cameras having a small base line separation will constrain the corresponding pointsto lie within a narrow horizontal band in the two images. By the same token, inthe case of two images obtained with the same camera within a short period oftime, the corresponding point in the second frame will be constrained to lie withina small neighbourhood of the pixel position of its physical equivalent in the �rstframe, as the motion due to either the dynamics of the scene or the camera willresult in a limited relative displacement of corresponding objects in the two views.The di�culty of the correspondence analysis problem increases dramatically whenthe two views are very di�erent, or even obtained with two di�erent cameras withwidely di�ering extrinsic parameters, or when the two frames are obtained at twoinstances of time the separation of which is signi�cant in relation to the sceneand/or camera dynamics.Once the correspondence is established, the position of the correspondingpoints is used for the estimation of the relevant parameters. Depending on theapplication these may be the stereo camera parameters, depth from stereo or mo-tion, camera parameters from motion, the transformation matrix between the twoframes, etc. Invariably, the parameters being estimated encapsulate the 3D na-ture of the world captured in the two frames. As their estimation is based on 2Dimage measurements, the parameters can be over-sensitive to the accuracy of the2D measurements [5].The e�ect of inaccuracies in measurements is more subtle in the case of theframe to frame mapping and fundamental matrix estimation. In order to combattheir undesirable inuence, sophisticated nonlinear estimation procedures havebeen proposed [6, 10, 8, 9].However, this widely{used approach is computationally very intensive and doesnot always guarantee that a correct solution to the estimation problem will befound. Moreover, non{linear algorithms are iterative and therefore they cannot beguaranteed to be implemented in real time. As an alternative, Hartley [7] recentlydemonstrated that the e�ect of measurement errors can be contained to somedegree by means of a suitable normalisation after which the fundamental matrixcan be estimated using a linear algorithm. However, the normalisation processdoes not attempt to remove the errors in measurement. It only conditions theproblem in such a way that their e�ect on the accuracy of the �nal estimate isreduced. In situations when the images are very noisy the normalisation may notbe su�cient.In this paper we argue that, rather than focusing the attention on the develop-ment of very sophisticated estimation procedures, more emphasis should be placedon improving the quality of data used for estimation. Of course, the need to use asaccurate image data as possible has been recognised for some time now. Accord-ingly, a series of enhancements has been suggested in the literature to amelioratethe inaccuracy of measurements extracted from the image. These include the use ofincreased image resolution, but this normally can be achieved only at the expenseof narrowing the �eld of view and the consequential loss of the global understand-ing of the scene structure. The conventional reliance on feature detectors such ascorner detectors to de�ne points of interest in the two frames [11] has recently beenabandoned in favour of a correlation function which makes a better use of the localgrey{level information. This, therefore, overcomes the poor localisation properties
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of corner detectors [4]. An additional advantage of a correlation{based matcher isthat it o�ers a subpixel precision of the feature position measurement. However,it should be noted that an improved precision does not necessarily guarantee abetter accuracy! If the measurement is inherently biased, any measurement errorwill eventually be dominated by the bias, and improvements in the measurementprecision will not be reected in more reliable parameter estimates. Unfortunately,correlation matching is notorious for being biased in the case of:� a potential mismatch between the actual local transformation from a pointof interest in one frame to the corresponding point in the other frame andits assumed model,� a change in illumination,� the presence of outliers (due to partial occlusion, for instance)In order to overcome these problems we propose a novel method of correspon-dence matching which can be used to extract the relative displacement of thecorresponding points to a much better accuracy. The method is based on a ro-bust Hough transform with a smooth kernel voting which guards against outliersand contamination, while guaranteeing high statistical e�ciency. The method hasbeen developed by adapting the successful motion estimation method presentedin [1]. The proposed method employs an a�ne feature-to-feature transformationmodel and it is invariant to illumination changes, in addition to being statisticallyrobust. In this way all the major causes of bias have been eliminated to obtain ac-curate image-to-image measurements. Moreover, the method incorporates a scaleestimator which facilitates adaptation to changing noise conditions. In principlethe method can provide dense estimates of correspondence which makes the re-covery of structure from motion considerably easier. A crucial advantage of themethod is its internal measure of reliability for the hypothesised match which canbe used as a measure of con�dence in the acquired relative feature displacementmeasurement.The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we describe the low{level processof establishing correspondence and the construction of the estimate con�dencemeasures. Experimental results investigating the accuracy and robustness of theproposed algorithm are presented in section 3. We �nally conclude in section 4.2 Robust low-level motion estimationLet us consider the problem of a robust and accurate estimation of the correspon-dences between images. For the problem at hand, only a small number of correctmatchings is required, say in the order of several hundred! Consequently, we are atliberty to select locations that are well suited for estimation. It seems intuitivelythat feature points, such as edges or corners are the best choice. Many authorsuse the following strategy. Firstly, feature points corresponding to high curvatureare extracted from each image and then correlation is used to establish matchingpairs between images. The major problem with such an approach stems from thefact that feature detectors su�er from poor localisation properties.
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One of the theses argued in this paper is that a much more accurate estimateof displacement, as compared to the one based on feature correspondences, may beextracted from well{textured regions in an image. There are however two problemswith using regions for motion estimation: there may be multiple motions presentwithin a region, and the motion of large regions cannot always be approximatedby a pure translational model. We have previously developed a technique for si-multaneous motion estimation and segmentation based on the Hough transformand robust statistics (RHT) [3]. The technique can cope with complex motionsby supporting several parametric motion models: translational, four{parameterone (quasi-a�ne) and a�ne. In addition it provides parallel motion segmenta-tion, so that large regions can be used for estimation. We have shown the RHTbe extremely robust to noise and illumination changes; it was therefore a goodcandidate for the low-level displacement estimation.For the purpose of this paper, we have constructed a new con�dence measurebased on properties of the region and the value of support. The following sub-sections describe the principle behind the RHT technique and the construction ofcon�dence measure.2.1 Robust Hough techniqueLet us de�ne the transformed pixel di�erence as:�(~a; p) = I0(p)� I1(p0) (1)where I0(p) and I1(p0) are the grey-level intensities at pixel location p and p0 inthe reference I0 and consecutive frame I1 respectively. Displacements of pixelswithin the region, and consequently their positions p and p0 are constrained by theparametric motion model T~a: p0 = T~a(p) where T~a(p) is a geometric transformationwith parameter vector ~a. For each pixel p (except for uncovered or occludedregions) one can �nd a displacement vector ~dp = (dx; dy) such that p0 = p +~dp. Displacement ~dp is de�ned for translational, quasi-a�ne and a�ne models asfollows: ~dp = (a1; a2) (2)~dp = (a1x� a2y + a3; a2x+ a1y + a4) (3)~dp = (a1x+ a2y + a3; a4x+ a5y + a6) (4)In the cases of the four parameter motion model (eq. 3) and the a�ne motionmodel (eq. 4) displacement is a function of the position of pixel in the image.In the Robust Hough Transform the support h from any pixel p for a motionvector ~a is de�ned by a kernel function �(�):h(~a; p) = �(�(~a; p)) (5)H(<;~a) = Xp2< �(�(p;~a)) (6)Eq. (6) expresses the total amount of support H(<;~a) received by the motionvector ~a from the region <. The estimate of the block motion(s) is recovered from
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the position of the maximum of function H de�ned in the multidimensional motionparameter space. Since it is convenient to de�ne the problem as minimisation, werede�ne the support function (for example by multiplying by factor �1) so thatstrong support corresponds to small values of H .The Hough Space may have up to six dimensions (for the a�ne motion model)and therefore the exhaustive search for a minimum has to be ruled out as beingtoo computationally costly. However the support function (Hough space) H iswell-behaved in the vicinity of the minimum and, consequently, one of the gra-dient based methods may be applied. We use the steepest descent search on amultiresolution discrete grid (in Hough space) [2, 3].2.2 Con�dence measuresA well{behaved con�dence measure should reect the quality of the local mo-tion estimate. Firstly, it should reject grossly erroneous estimates which couldstrongly bias the �nal estimate. Secondly, if we assume that the random errorshave unimodal distribution, the con�dence measure should reect the spread ofsuch distribution. Finally, we would like to have a warning about the motionmodel failure. To achieve the above objectives, the �nal con�dence measure isbased on several factors.The �rst con�dence factor Ct reects how much grey-level texture the regionexhibits. It is computed before the estimation process, based on a region of interestin the reference frame. This con�dence factor is based on the assumption that theaccuracy of the estimate depends on how sharp and high the peak of the supportfunction is. In practice, for n-dimensional motion model, the con�dence measureCx is an n� n dimensional matrix with the elements cij de�ned as:cij = @H@ai @H@aj (7)In order to save computational time, we only proceed with the estimation for thetop 10% of regions.The second con�dence factor Ct is used to reject gross errors. The total supportfor the region of interest HminROI is compared to the average support for all regionsin the image Ĥmin. Note, that for region with no texture, there would be a highlevel of support (low minimum values of H) for all motion parameters.Finally, we examine the proportion of outliers in the region, to detect caseswhere the region overlaps the motion boundary (there could be some moving ob-jects in the scene) or depth discontinuity (which would result in motion boundaryin 2D optic ow �eld). Information about outliers is provided by the RHT module.2.3 Adaptation of the RHT method for FundamentalMatrix estimationWe have selected the four parameter motion model, with the Tukey biweight ker-nel [3]. It seems that the four parameters motion model o�ers a good trade-o�between complexity and performance. We noticed that using more complex mo-tion models (a�ne) does not improve the accuracy of the �nal estimate and makes
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(a) Image 1 (location of matches fromthe feature{based technique) (b) Image 2 (location of matches fromthe feature{based technique)Figure 1: The car sequenceit more susceptible to noise. This is hardly surprising { we give the algorithm twoextra degrees of freedom, that are not really needed.Two resolutions in the image space and four resolutions in the Hough spaceare used. For the experimentation, rectangular regions of 15 � 15 pixels in sizewere used.3 Experimental ResultsFor the purpose of establishing the accuracy of the estimated fundamental matrix,we calculated the average point{epipolar line distance in pixels as also used byHartley [7]. The average error over 100 runs for 10 points randomly selected outof the total matched points was used for comparisons.Several video sequences were used, two of them presented here: the car se-quence (512�512) and the foreman (176�144) sequence used in the video{codingcommunity as a testbed for coding algorithms.The objective of the �rst experiment was to establish the accuracy of the esti-mate of the fundamental matrices and compare it to results obtained by a typicalfeature-based approach. We use the implementation of the Zhang technique [11],which uses correlation and relaxation to obtain matches. The binaries can beobtained form from INRIA ftp server1. The selection of this technique as a bench-mark was based on the fact that it represents a classical approach to the low-levelfeature extraction. It should be noted that, at this stage, we have only used thefeature extraction/matching front end of the completed system.1ftp://krakatoa.inria.fr/pub/
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(a) Frame number: 348 (b) Frame number: 358Figure 2: Two frames from the foreman sequenceThe values of the error for each approach are presented in Tables 1 and 2 forthe car and foreman sequences respectively. It can be clearly seen that the errorsfor the proposed algorithm are consistently one to two orders of magnitude betterthat of the feature-based approach. Indeed, this was the case in all the sequencestested.We have found that matches selected by the feature-based technique (Figure1a, 1b) are placed in locations that do not correspond to high con�dence levels,as found by the RHT technique (white regions in Figure 3). This is not howeverthe only reason for the poor performance of the feature{based technique - it is feltthat the poor localisation of the features might play a more important role here.Zhang [11] ProposedNoise (SD) Matches Error Matches Error0 91 0.68 93 0.041 93 0.83 93 0.042 83 0.91 93 0.023 87 1.16 94 0.054 81 0.89 94 0.055 80 0.80 96 0.066 49 0.81 98 0.067 65 1.19 100 0.078 52 1.25 100 0.089 52 1.17 100 0.0910 49 1.09 100 0.11Table 1: Comparison for the car sequence
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In the next experiment, the e�ects of the normalisation of the image coordinatesystem, as proposed by Hartley [7] is investigated. The graph in Figure 4 showsthe error as a function of the number of points used for the estimation of thefundamental matrix. In both cases we used the data and con�dence extractedby the RHT technique - the only di�erence was that in one case the data wasnormalised. Five di�erent pairs of graphs were plotted for various con�dencelevels (normalised - solid line and original - dotted line). The �rst observationis that the error obtained by using high-con�dence un-normalised data is smallerthan the one calculated with low-con�dence normalised data. This proves thatselecting high con�dence data makes non{linear iterative algorithms redundantand a simple linear algorithm is adequate. Also, when high con�dence data isused, the improvement achieved by normalisation is very limited, simply becausethe normalisation reduces sensitivity to measurement errors. Naturally, in practicehigh con�dence normalised data should be used.Errors �10�3Image Zhang [11] Proposed1 - 2 70.0 0.72 - 3 56.7 0.63 - 4 40.5 0.54 - 5 27.5 0.85 - 6 50.4 3.11 - 8 33.0 5.4Table 2: Comparison for the foreman sequenceOne of the arguments often quoted for the use of feature{based algorithms istheir robustness to noise. We tested this hypothesis, by adding gaussian noise tothe frames in the car sequence and looking at the changes in the errors (Table 1).Even under severe noise (standard-deviation equal 10 grey-levels), the proposedalgorithm was consistently better than the feature-based one.4 ConclusionsIn this paper we have shown how robust and accurate estimation of the fundamen-tal matrix can be achieved if a low{level, gradient{based (as opposed to feature{based) algorithm is used to extract the correspondences in a pair of images. Theselection of reliable estimates based on a well-de�ned con�dence measure in con-junction with the simple and fast 8-point linear algorithm can provide excellentaccuracy even without normalisation. Moreover, such solution is more amenableto real{time applications, since the execution time of the linear algorithm is shortand constant.
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Figure 3: The con�dence regions provided by RHT for the car sequence
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Figure 4: Normalisation is not necessary if good low{level estimates are provided
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